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Cytokines: Stress and Immunity, Second EditionCRC Press, 2006

	Cytokine involvement in the immune system's response to stress is now very well documented. Cytokine activity has been implicated in a variety of mental and physical diseases, and has been shown to have a significant role in fueling the vicious circle of depression and illness.

	

	The first edition of Cytokines: Stress and...
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Angiography and Plaque Imaging: Advanced Segmentation Techniques (Biomedical Engineering)CRC Press, 2003

	Recent, rapid advances in mathematical engineering and applied mathematics have opened the door to solving complex problems in angiography imaging. For the first time, this book presents the different medical imaging modalities--MR, CT, x-ray, and ultrasound--for performing angiography and its analysis. Pioneers from a variety of relevant...
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Nutrition and Wound Healing (Modern Nutrition Science)CRC Press, 2006

	With mounting evidence regarding the role of poor nutrition in the development of chronic diseases such as heart disease and diabetes, it is no secret that appropriate nutrition is crucial to optimal health. Achieving the correct balance of elements provides the body with the ability to adapt to a shifting and often hazardous environment....
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Manipulation Under AnesthesiaCRC Press, 2005

	Spinal manipulation under anesthesia (MUA) is a procedure intended for patients who suffer from musculoskeletal disorders in conjunction with biomechanical dysfunction. Performed using monitored anesthesia care, this technique is overcoming its controversial image and receiving regular use by a great number of practitioners.

	
...
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Handbook of Food-Drug Interactions (Nutrition Assessment)CRC Press, 2003

	With contributions from the fields of pharmacy, dietetics, and medicine, Handbook of Food-Drug Interactions serves as an interdisciplinary guide to the prevention and correction of negative food-drug interactions. Rather than simply list potential food-drug interactions, this book provides explanations and gives specific recommendations based...
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Methamphetamine Use: Clinical and Forensic Aspects (Pacific Institute Series on Forensic Psychology)CRC Press, 2003

	A man is accused of attempted murder of a former crystal meth addict. He claims he shot in self-defense, responding to the extremely aggressive behavior the victim was exhibiting. How will this play out in court? Most likely, the prosecution and the defense will call various expert witnesses - perhaps neurologists, psychologists, pathologists...
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The Clinical Practice of Complementary, Alternative, and Western MedicineCRC Press, 2000

	"Western Medicine", "Alternative Medicine", "Complementary Medicine", "Holistic Medicine", and "Natural Medicine." There is really only one "medicine" that heals and puts the whole patient, not the disease, at the center of care: Integrated Medicine. This practice integrates all...
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Cell-Penetrating Peptides:  Processes and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2002

	One of the major problems with drug delivery is the inability of large hydrophilic compounds to pass through the lipid membrane of the cell, thus making drugs such as polypeptides and oligonucleotides of limited therapeutic value. Until recently, the transport of such molecules into the cytoplasmic and nuclear compartments of living cells...
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Neuroplasticity, Development, and Steroid Hormone ActionCRC Press, 2001

	Neuroplasticity, Development, and Steroid Hormone Action explores the effects of steroid hormones on brain development, function, and aging and is a compilation of cutting-edge research of concern to the disciplines of neurobiology, neuroendocrinology, endocrinology, and developmental biology. The experimental approaches covered range from...
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Lactoferrin:  Natural - Multifunctional - AntimicrobialCRC Press, 2000

	Illnesses resulting from foodborne pathogens occur at least 6 million times each year and cause an estimated 9,000 deaths. For decades, food microbiologists have developed various effective methods of food protection. However, the constant development of multi-facet food processing technologies and the emergence of potent foodborne pathogens,...
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Pharmacodynamic Basis of Herbal MedicineCRC Press, 2001

	HERBAL MEDICINE FROM A WESTERN POINT OF VIEW

	

	Herbal remedies have become a major factor in American health care. Botanicals like Ginseng, Ma Huang, St. John's Wort, and Valerian are now household words throughout the world. Since many of these natural drugs are sold over the counter, often consumers mistakenly assume that...
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Optimization in Medicine and Biology (Engineering and Management Innovation)Auerbach Publications, 2008

	Thanks to recent advancements, optimization is now recognized as a crucial component in research and decision-making across a number of fields. Through optimization, scientists have made tremendous advances in cancer treatment planning, disease control, and drug development, as well as in sequencing DNA, and identifying protein...
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